
Sitel® Conversational IVR

Interactive Voice Response

Speak Naturally for Automated  
Voice-Based 24/7 Support

Sitel® Conversational IVR integrates with products across EXP+™, including Sitel  
Omnichannel Engagement, for a seamless interactive voice response (IVR) and telepho-
ny solution.

By using their own words, customers effortlessly describe why they are calling, what 
support they are looking for and easily complete self-service transactions with conver-
sational IVR. Sitel Conversational IVR provides more natural self-service customer  
experiences (CX) for your customers.

Smarter with Each Conversation

Conversational IVR uses a combination of artificial intelligence (AI), natural language 
understanding (NLU) and natural language process (NLP) to both understand and res-
pond to your customers’ requests in an engaging and intelligent way. This solution be-
comes smarter with each conversation, augmenting its knowledge base over time.

Optimized 24/7 Support and CX

The automated system answers simpler inquiries deflecting contacts away from agents, 
while more complex needs are transferred to live agents. Customers enjoy the conve-
nience of immediate, intuitive service, creating a better CX.

Efficient
Deliver quick and easy 
answers for faster resolu-
tion times.

Natural
Speak in full sentences, 
just as if you are speaking 
with a live agent.

Personal
Ask any question in your 
own words.

Create more natural voice-based self-service CX  
for greater customer satisfaction.
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Sitel® Conversational IVR

Understanding Intent to Maximize the CX

• Intelligent proactive service
• Personalization
• “I see you were recently looking 

online for information about 
rewards is that why you are 
calling?“

• Driven by data and 
content

• Visibility into 
interaction quality

• Efficiently transfers 
call with call history

• Complete awareness 
of past context 

• Finalizes customer 
call with accuracy
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Measurable Results

Create more natural voice-based self-service CX for greater customer satisfaction.


